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Inn this article, the issue of atttitude control and active vibbration suppresssion of a
nonlinnear flexible sppacecraft is asssessed through
h piezoelectric patches as acttuator and
sensoors. Two controoller loops are applied: the in
nner loop, to make
m
the panell vibration
dampped through piezoelectric paatches; and th
he outer loop, to perform spacecraft
maneuver using the reaction
r
wheel acting on the hub.
h
An optimall controller is ddesigned in
the innner loop and tw
wo robust conttrollers are designed as the ouuter loop, whichh are used
intercchangeably. One is a high--ordersliding mode
m
controlleer using super twisting
algorrithm and the otther is a nonsinngular terminal sliding mode controller.
c
With respect to
the noon-minimum phhase propertiess of the system, if the panel deeflection is defiined as the
outpuut, the output reedefinition apprroach is introd
duced.The perfoormances of thee proposed
controollers are com
mpared in terrms of tracking
g attitude trajjectory, panel vibration
supprression, robusstness towardss uncertaintiees, sensor nooise, disturbannces and
nonlinnearity in largee maneuvers.
Keyw
words: Active coontrol,Flexible Spacecraft,
S
piezo
oelectric patches,, super twisting algorithm,
nonsingullar terminal slidinng mode, output redefinition
r
approoach.

Intrroduction
n

1

With resspect to the complexity
c
o a spacecraaft in
of
whichlarrge solar pannels are usedd, the flexibillity is
a major requirementt. Due to thee large maneeuver
of the modern
m
spaccecraft, nonllinear controollers
are useed.Also, beccause of thhe existence of
external disturbances, the sensorrs noises, annd all
the unceertainties,the design of a robust contrroller
is amajor concern.
Onee of the moost common nonlinear robust
r
methods is the slidingg mode,labelled as the vaariable
structure controller (V
VSC). The claassic sliding modes
m
(SM) proovide robust and
a high-accuuracy solutionns to a
wide rannge of controll problems, but
b they are unable
u
to removve the chatterinng effect [1].
Highher-order sliiding modess (HOSM) act on
the highher-order tim
me derivativees of the slliding
mode. The
T main advvantages of the basic meethod
are retainned while thhe chattering effect is redduced
and the accuracy
a
is im
mproved.
1. Assistannt Professor (Coorresponding Author)
A

One of thhe most widelly used high--order slidingg
mode
m
algoritthms, the suuper twistin
ng algorithm
m
(S
STA), can bee applied in lieu of the cllassic slidingg
mode
m
using thhe same inforrmation availlable [1]. It iss
proved
p
that the STA iimproves th
he controllerr
ro
obustness whhile decreasess the chatteriing effect [2,,
3]. The stabiility and perrformance off STA on a
quad-rotor
q
is proved throough Lyapun
nov functionss
[4
4-5]. In this article, an ST
TA controllerr is designedd
fo
or a flexible spacecraft.
s
Another issue, raiseed by desig
gning otherr
methods
m
of sliding moode controlllers, is thee
undesirable
u
a
and
improper functionaality of thee
slliding modee controllerss in compleex dynamicc
sy
ystems. The terminal slidding mode co
ontroller hass
th
he followingg advantages::
1. Ensuring the
t system cconvergence in a limitedd
time in a complex
c
systtem
2. Providing fast
f and accuurate responsse accordingg
to the definition of nonlineear slidingg
surfacesboounded
3. Enjoying an
a easier im
mplementatio
on comparedd
with all other extended SMCS due to itss
simple slidding surface and controlling rule.
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The biggestt drawback of this conttrol method is
revealed when
w
the taarget is located arounnd
singular points. In suchh anarea, thee non-singullar
terminal slidding mode coontrollers areeused.
The terminnal sliding mode conntrollers havve
several appplications: applying non-singullar
terminal coontroller on the flexible robotic arm
ms
[6], the missiles navigattion systems [7], the direect
current connvertor [8] and
a
the secoond fractionnal
order nonllinear system
ms [9]. In this articlle,
nonsingularr terminal-slliding modee controller is
designed for the flexiblee spacecraft.
Over thhe last decadees, the appliccation of smaart
materials ass actuators and
a
sensors has increaseed
considerablyy and this prrovides effecttive means for
f
high quality actuation annd sensing meechanism. Thhe
peizoelectriccsare known as: low-costt, light weighht,
low power consumptioon and easyy-to-implemeent
materials forr the active control
c
of struucture vibratioon
[10]. A widde range of approaches
a
arre proposed in
using piezoeelectric mateerial to activeely control thhe
vibration of flexible structures
s
likke: strain raate
feedback coontrol [11], positive possition feedbacck
(PPF) [12], modal
m
velociity feedback [13],
[
and lineear
quadratic reggulator controol [14-15]. It is
i observed thhat
LQG controol provides damping too all vibratioon
modes of thhe spacecraftt panel; however, it cannnot
provide highh damping forr a specific vibbration mode.
In this article, LQG
G controllerr is applied in
damping paanel vibration of flexiblee spacecraft.In
active flexiible spacecraaft control, three
t
methodds
have beenaddapted in thee previous stuudies:
In the firsst method, the system is describeed
through anggular attitudde and panell deflection as
the state veector. The reaction wheels torques annd
piezo electrric voltages are used as
a the contrrol
inputs. Thee controller is
i designed based on thhis
defined statte space form
m. In this metthod, designeed
controller is
i complex.. Accordingg to [16], an
a
adaptive neeural networrk is used to
t control thhe
spacecraft attitude
a
and panel
p
vibratioon.
In the second method,
m
conssidering smaall
perturbationn, the flexxible spaceccraft dynam
mic
equation is separated inn order to allow
a
for tw
wo
separate conntroller desiggns: one for controlling
c
thhe
central rigidd hub and thhe other for controlling
c
thhe
panel vibrattion. Howeveer, this methhod is weak in
its perform
mance in the large maneeuver becauuse
some couplling terms arre ignored inn the dynam
mic
equation. Optimal
O
conntroller is used
u
to tracck
attitude anggle, and PPF
F method is used to dam
mp
panel vibrattion [17]. Also
A
the slidding mode annd
inverse dynaamic methodds are appliedd in controllinng
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a
in
Euleer angles, andd Lyapanov method is applied
damp
ping the paneel vibration inn [18].
In th
he third methhod, two inneer and outer controller
c
loops are usedd. The inneer loop is used in
contrrolling paneel vibration and the ou
uter loop
contrrols the spaceecraft attitudde with the asssumption
that the spacecraaft attitude hhas no effecct on the
innerr loop and it is consideredd equal tozero. Hence,
a sep
parate deflecction equationn is achieved
d without
any spacecraft attitude
a
statee. According
g to [19],
adap
ptive controlller is used aas the outer loop and
PPF is used as innner loop conntroller. In th
his study,
the th
hird method is used.
Here, first the
t two passsive controllers using
STA
A and the nonsingular terminal SMC
S
are
intro
oduced. Beccause of nnon-minimum
m phase
prop
perties of thhe flexible spacecraft dynamic,
whille panel defleection is connsidered as ou
utput, the
output is redefiined and coontroller is designed
based on this new
n
output. Second, tw
wo active
contrrollers are designedby
d
cconsidering the STA
and nonsingullar terminnal sliding
g mode
contrrollers; as thhis outer looop controllerr acts on
the reaction
r
wheeel, and the LQG metho
od as the
innerr loop acts on piezoelectric patch
hes. The
perfo
ormance off the propposed contro
ollers is
comp
pared in com
mbined uncerrtain conditio
on (in the
preseence of distturbance, sennsor noise and
a plant
unceertainties) considering acttuators saturration.

Flexible Spacecra
S
ft Equatio
ons
The flexible spaacecraft conssidered conssists of a
rigid
d hub and N appendagess and np piezzoelectric
patch
hes attachedd to it. Eaach panel with
w
the
denssity,ρbi, lengtth,li, is attachhed to the hu
ub from a
distaance,bi (Figurre 1).

Figure 1.
1 Flexible spaacecraft modell

The total kinetiic energy iss composed of the
pendages
kinettic energies of the hub (Th), the app
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(Ti), and piezoelectric patches (Tp) can be written
as [20]:
=
+∑
+∑
,
(1)
=

( +

=

)

+ 2( + )

+

+

(2)
=

(3)
Where Ih, ω, andVi are the hub inertia
moment, spacecraft angular velocity, and the
panel velocity, respectively. ρpi, xi, and hi are the
mass per unit length, starting x-coordinate and
length of ith PZT patch, respectively.
To model the vibration of the flexible
appendages, the assumed modes formulation is
used. The panel deflection along the body axis is
written as:
( ) ( )=
= ( , )=∑
(4)
n is the number of assumed modes. qi and φi are
the modal coordinates and the panel shape
functions, respectively. The mode shape functions
of the clamped-free beams, φs(y), can be written
as:
( ) = cosh(
) − cos(
) −
(5)
) − sin(
)
sinh(

=

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

∑

(6)

=
′′

permittivity of the piezoelectric material, the
electric filed density, piezoelectric charge, and
elastic constants of the piezoelectric materials,
respectively [10].
According to the fact that in the piezo material,
the Young's modulus Ep, is the inverse of its
elastic constant SE11, equation (9) can be written
as:
−
=
(10)
−
The work done by the ith PZT patches is defined
as an integral over the volume of the PZT patches
such that:
(−

=

(8)

′′

WheretiandEiare the thickness and elasticity
modulus of the ith appendage, respectively.
The
one-dimensional
electro-mechanical
constitutive equation of a piezoelectric element
by assuming uniaxial polarized and homogeneous
layers can be written as:

1
0

=

(11)

0
−1

where yiis the starting point of piezoelectric as
measured from the neutral axis of the beam. vi
and wpi are the electrode voltage and the width of
the ith piezo patch, respectively. Using the
Lagrange’s equation, we have:
+

+

0
0

0
−

+ 2
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( + )
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0

=
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SEij

represent the
the ith axis,
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whereDi, Si, , Ei, Ti, dij and
electric displacement along

)

+

−

Where λs is root of the following equation:
(7)
ℎ( ) +
( )+1=0
The potential energy of panel deformation is
given as:
=∑
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Active Control Strategies Applying
Piezoelectric Patches
The control system for the vibration reduction of the
flexible spacecraft during attitude maneuvering
consists of the two independent subsystems shown
in Figure 2. The inner active controller can suppress
the vibration and the outer spacecraft attitude
controller guarantees the system stability and
performance [19].

system. The solution to this problem is provided
by the following feedback control law:
=−

( )=−

( ) ( )

(20)
Where, P(t) is extracted by solving the following
Riccati equation:
+

−

+

(21)

=0

By changing the weight of Q and R and selecting
their best, K can be achieved optimally.
Outer loop control strategy

After vibration suppression compensator is
designed, the second feedback loop is designed to
guaranty the maneuver of the flexible spacecraft.
The equations of motion for the flexible
spacecraft without piezoelectric voltage are given
in (22), with the same mass as described by
equation (12):
Figure 2. Block diagram of control system with
piezoelectric

Inner loop control strategy

It is assumed that spacecraft orientation has no
effect in the inner loop. For active vibration
control of the flexible appendage, an LQR
controller is designed using piezoelectric
actuators and sensors. Three piezo patches are
used on the spacecraft panel: attached at the root,
in the middle and at the end of the panel.
The objective is designing inner loop optimal
controller to dampen the panel vibration. By
considering
= ≅ 0, the elastic vibration
dynamics become decoupled from the rigid body
motion dynamics. By imposing this condition,
equation (12) becomes:
+

=−

(18)

In this equation, by choosing the state vector
=
, the state space equation can be expressed
as:
−
(19)
+
0
0
In optimal control problem, the state feedback
gain matrix K is designed in a manner that the
=
+
quadratic integral criterion
is minimized. The weighting matrixes
Q and R are positive definite matrixes that
penalize certain states and control inputs of the
= 0

−

+
0
0

+
0
−

+ 2

0

=

(22)

0
Two robust variable structure nonlinear
controllers are designed as the outer loop: the
high order-sliding mode, using super twisting
algorithm and the nonsingular terminal sliding
mode. For a better comparison of the
performance of active and passive controllers,
they are designed in a manner that the piezo
actuators output is not involved.

High Order Sliding Mode
Controller, STA
The objective is to control the attitude angle and
panel deflection of the flexible spacecraft. The
Euler angle ϴ represents the spacecraft angular
attitude obtained from the body frame respected
to the inertial frame:
In this section, using Super Twisting
Algorithm (STA), a robust controller is designed
for the flexible spacecraft. The tracking of the
attitude angles ϴ to the command trajectory ϴd
and damping panel deflection are the main
objective.
=
Using the state vector =
and (22), the state-space equation of the flexible
spacecraft model can be obtained as:
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=
= ( )+ ( ) + ( )
( )=
+

(23)

0
0

0
−

(24)

0

+

( )=

1
0

(25)

Where, d(t) is the disturbance vector. The
functions f(X) and g(X) are not exactly known,
but are bounded by a known continuous function
of X.
If the panel deflection is assumed as output, the
flexible spacecraft dynamics is non-minimum
phase, then the spacecraft can be hardly
controlledusing panel deflection feedback. For
getting the ability of controlling the spacecraft
attitude, while damping panel deflection using
only the reaction wheel actuator on the hub, the
new output should be redefined composed of the
two statesas:.
= +
(26)
Where 0<α<1. As α value increases, damping
deflection is more important. Using equation (2325), we can write::
=
+
(27)
= +
(28)

=

+

= +
and
Taking
equation (27), we can write:
=

=

+

(29)
, From

(

+

=(

+

+

)

0
+

)

The control law will be introduced to converge in
the states X1, to the corresponding desired
trajectories X1d. For this purpose, the following
assumptions are of concern [21]:
1. The signals X1 can be measured by sensors
2. The command trajectories and their first and
second time derivatives are bounded
3. The control signals (input to the spacecraft
actuators) are bounded because of the power and
saturation of the actuators
According to these assumptions and Eq. (23), the
disturbances should be bounded as well, that is:
d i (t )   i
(i  1, 2 , 3)
(33)
The main objective here is to execute the sliding
mode on the following surface [21]:
= +
(34)
e=X −X =X −X
where, e = X − X ,
and λ =
, ,
is a diagonal positive
definite matrix. The stability and convergence of
s and s into zero should be assessed. The sliding
surface is proposed as [21-22]:

si   k1i si

0 .5

t

sign ( si )  k 2 i  sign ( si ( )) d
0

(35
)
Where, the following new variables are defined
as:
=
( )

=−

+

( )( =

1,2,3)

(30)
=

+
( +

= (

+

2

=
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)+

)

(31)
Hence, we have:
= ( )+ ( )
(32)

=

( )

(36)
By applying Eq. (34), Eq. (36) can be rewritten as
in[1]:
=−
=−

|

|

(
(

)+

)+
( )( = 1,2,3)

(37)
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Eq.(37) is the standard form of STA. The chosen
Lyapunov function is presented as follows [22]:
=
= | |

( )

=

(38)
The following controller is proposed by[1]:
=

−

−

( )

| |

( )−

− ( )

(39)
Applying the Lyapunov stability theorem, the
finite time zero convergence of variables z1i and

z 2i with the controller (39), is approved [22].It
follows that if the conditions on the gains given
by Eq. (40) are met, s i approaches zero in finite
time, lim e  0 .
t

By applying Lyapunov stability theorem, the
gains k1i and k 2i (i  1, 2, 3) should be chosen
according to the following relations:
>
>4

= 1,2,3

(40)
Hence, the gains can be constructed through δ.
If δwould be the environment disturbance, from
(27), we can write:
=
+ ( + )
(41)
As shown in (41), A2 δ acts as term d(t) to (23).
By considering uncertainty on the parameters
such as Ic, (27) can be rewritten as:
=( +∆ ) +( +∆ )=
+

+∆

+∆

(42)
Hence using (40 -41) the d in (23), can be
represented as:
=

+∆

+∆

(43)

In the simulations, the environment disturbances
are modeled as the following equation:
= 0.005 − 0.05
+
(44)

(200,0.2) +

( .

)

Where δ(T,ΔT) and ν1, ν2 and ν3 denote an
impulsive disturbance (magnitude 1, period T,
and width ΔT) and white Gaussian noises (mean
values of 0 and variances of 0.0052), respectively.
The uncertainty on the parameter of J in (22) is
assumed up to 20%. The state vectors and
controller effort are bounded as:
| |<
| | < | | < 0.05
0.8 .

| | < 0.8 .

/

(45)
According to (45), the δ term of (29) is
constructed using (43), such as:
(46)
1   2   3  0.0002
If the piezo actuator is used, the panel vibration is
damped in the inner loop. Then, the output can be
chosen as = . This process is the same as the
one used in the pervious section by choosing
= 0. However, in the simulations, it is shown
that output redefinition approach results ina better
performance in active control, too.

Singular Terminal Sliding Mode
Controller Design
As mentioned, terminal sliding mode controllers
are mainly used in controlling the systems of
complex dynamics. In the complex dynamics, due
to the lack of accurate information on the system,
there exit some uncertainties in the modeled
dynamics. A special feature of the terminal
sliding mode controllers is their nature of being
robust against uncertainties [23]. In order to
simultaneously benefit from all terminal sliding
mode controllers (like appropriate setting time
and robustness to uncertainties) and to
troubleshootthe significant standard terminal
controller (system control around singular
point(s)) in a simultaneous manner, the
nonsingular terminal sliding mode controller is
introduced [38].
Considering equation (12), the objective is to
design an appropriate controller to converge the
states X to the desired states Xd.Tracking the
attitude angles ϴ to the command trajectory ϴd
and damping panel deflection are the main
objective here.
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At first, it is assumed that no piezo is used as the
actuator (equation (22)). Similar to the STA
method, the new output is redefined as: = +
.
By borrowing
= +
and
= +
,
from equation (32), we can write:
= ( )+
=
=

( )

+ ( )

(47)

The sliding surface is defined as:
s e 

1



p

where, the values p and q
are both odd and
positive values and β>0. The nonsingular terminal
sliding mode control rule is defined as:
=−

( )

( + )

( )

( )+

+

(49)

where, η>0, 1<p/q<2 and the L value are
obtained from (44).
d (X ,t )  L

(50)

(51)

For simplicity, in stability proof, the tracking
is changed to the regular problem using axis
transformation;
e  X 1

e  X2
hence, error is replaced with states: 
The time derivative of the surface is equal to:
1 p
s  X1 
X X
(52)
 q 2 2
According to the Eq. 52, where uT and is
arereplaced in (52), we have:
p
1 p q 1
s 
X 2 (d (X ,t )  (L   )sign(s ))
(53)
q
Hence, we can write:

 q

p

1

X 2 q (sd (X ,t )  (L   ) s )
p

(54)

1

 

1 p

 q

p

1

X 2 q   0 when X 2  0

(56)

Hence, the stability is guaranteed and states
approach zero in limited time.
According to Eqs. 45-46, the terminal gains are
chosen as:
   0.01 0.04 0.05 ,    0.1 0.1 0.1
(57)
p 5
n 1 q  3 , p  5  
q 3

Simulation results

For stability approval, (49) is obtained from
Lyapunov theory. The Lyapunov function is
chosen as:
1 2 1 T
s  s s
2
2

1 p

q
According to X 2  0 when X 2  0 , Eq.55 is
yield as:
p
1 p q 1
V  ss 
X 2 ( s )
 q
p
(55)
1 p q 1

X 2  s    s
 q

(48)

e q
(p  q )

V 

V  ss 
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The simulation results for the closed loop system
(12) with the control laws derived in the previous
sections are obtained usingMATLAB and
SIMULINK software. In this simulation, the
system parameters are chosen the same as those
= 76 ∗ 10 / , = 2840 /
in [17]:
, = 0.7 , = 0.5 , = 4
, =
, = 50m ,
= 61 ∗ 10 / , =
7400 / , = 0.2
, = 0.75
, =
22 ∗ 10
, = 50
The torque control input and its rate
| |<
,
arebounded as: | | < 0.8 .
0.8 . / and the electrodes voltage is bounded
as: | | < 1500 v. The spacecraft disturbances are
simulated according to Eq. 44.
The noise of the earth sensor is modeled
through Gaussian distribution with its mean and
standard deviation of 0 and 0.2 degrees,
respectively.The noise of gyro sensor is modeled
as:
=
+
+
.
Where, ω and ωM are the actual and
measured angular velocities, respectively.
Random drift noise ωD and random bias rate ωN
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are of Gaussian distribution, with 10-6 rad/s
standard deviation and zero mean, respectively.
Gyro transfer function is:

=

.
.

.

.

A number of time simulations are carried out and
the designed controllersperformances are tested.
In all simulations, no damping term in the
spacecraft equation is considered. All simulations
are made in the large maneuver subject to
combined uncertain conditions.

M. Malekzadeh

Active and passive STA controllers
The results for the active (using reaction wheels
as attitude actuator on the hub and piezoelectric
patches as panel deflection actuator) and passive
(using only reaction wheels as actuator) STA and
terminal controllers are shown in Figs.3 and 4,
respectively, where output redefinition method
(ORM) in uncertain conditions is applied.

Figure 3. Active and passive super twisting controller: (a) spacecraft attitude, (b) angular velocity, (c) reaction
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wheel torque, (d) tip deflection, (e) tip rate, and(f) control electrodes voltage.

Active and passive singular
terminal sliding mode controller
As observed in Figs.3a,b and 4a and b, using the
piezo actuator has low effect on attitude
performance, where the panel deflection is
damped rapidly (Figs.3,4 d, and e) by using
smaller controller effort (Figs.3 and 4c).

Comparing the performance of the
terminal sliding mode and STA
controllers
Comparing the performance of the two designed
controllers, the system responses are shown in
Fig.5 in uncertain condition without using piezo
patches and with an output-redefined method.

Figure 4.Terminal sliding mode controller with and without piezoelectric patches: (a) spacecraft attitude, (b)
angular velocity, (c) reaction wheel torque, (d) tip deflection, (e) tip rate, and (f) electrode voltage.
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Figure 5. STA and Terminal Controller without using output redefinition approach and piezoelectric patches: (a)
spacecraft attitude, (b) angular velocity, (c) reaction wheel torque, (d) tip deflection, and (e) tip rate.

As observed in Figs.5a and 5b, the terminal
controller can track the desired trajectory in a
smaller settling time (5a) and with a larger
angular rate (5b), while the chattering is not
removed (5c). Here, in STA, the chattering is
removed (3c). As observed, in the terminal
method, the panel deflection cannot be damped
(5e and 5f) and STA has a better performance. It
could be deduced that in the terminal methods,
the chattering excites the panel vibration modes.

Terminal sliding mode controller
with and without using Output
Redefined Method
Showing
the output
redefined
method
performance, the spacecraft response to terminal
controller in both cases of with and without RDF
are drown in Fig.6. Here, by adapting this newly
proposed method, settling time and controller

Active Vibration Suppression of a Nonlinear Flexible Spacecraft

effort are reduced (6a) and (6c). In the terminal
method, chattering exists, but using output
redefinition method chattering begins after 400 sec
with a smaller control effort. By adapting this
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method, the panel deflection is reduced and can be
damped better (6e, f).

Figure 6.Terminal Controller with and without using output redefinition approach and no piezoelectric patches: (a)
spacecraft attitude, (b) angular velocity, (c) reaction wheel torque, (d) tip deflection, (e) tip rate, and (f) control
electrodes voltage.

In brief, the terminal controller has a better
performance in the attitude response and a poor
performance in the damping panel vibrations. By
using the piezo electric patches as actuators, the
chattering is reduced. The output redefinition
approach improves the system performance.

Conclusion
The active and passive control of the flexible
spacecraft arepresented. In passive controller, it is
assumed that only one reaction wheel is obtained
on the hub without using any actuator on the
panel. In active controller, the controller is
designed by applying an inner loop through
piezoelectric as a sensor and actuator to reduce

the panel vibration and an outer loop to control
the spacecraft attitude in large maneuver.
The flexible spacecraft is controlled by two
outer controllers. One, a high order-sliding mode
controller using super twisting algorithm and the
other, a nonsingular terminal sliding mode
controller. With respect to the non-minimum phase
feature, the output redefinition approach is
introduced.
The performances of these proposed controllers
are compared in uncertain conditions. It is found
that the terminal controller has a better performance
in the attitude response against its performance in
the damping panel vibrations. In STA, the
chattering is almost removed; consequently, the
damping panel vibration occurs in a short time.
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Using the piezo electric patches as actuators caused
more rapid damping of the vibrations and a smaller
control effort. The output redefinition approach
improved the system performance.
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